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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we propose a method which adjusts pilot symbol alignment to the channel transfer characteristics is addressed. 

Suggested method provides OFDM systems with optimal interpolation error characteristics which use FDPS (Frequency Domain 

Packet Scheduling) and MTPC (Multi Level Transmit Power Control). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is an 

effective technique to perform high-speed data transmission 

[1]. For further improvement of the transmission 

performance, the channel impulse response (CIR) estimation 

is required, especially for coherent detection. Pilot symbol 

aided channel estimation (PSAE) is commonly used in OFDM 

systems [2-4].  

The problem that pilot sequence has to satisfy orthogonal 

relationship and the problem about header designs of pilot 

sequence were discussed in literatures [6], [7]. In this case, it 

is recognized that feedback information (FBI) is needed for 

adap:ve change of pilot sequences [8]. FBI is to feedback the 

information of channel state, that is, complete channel state 

information (CSI).  

In general, OFDM systems including LTE do not implement 

power control [5]. The transmission power of pilot symbol is 

higher than data symbol and only conduct multi-level 

transmit power control based on modulation level adaptive 

control.  

Being a multi-carrier system, OFDM system has different 

SNRs in each sub-carrier for different characteristics of 

channel in each sub-carrier.  

Employing high modula:on scheme (e.g. 64QAM) in sub-

carriers of high SNR and low modulation scheme (e.g. QPSK, 

transmit little data in the band of low SNR) in sub-carriers of 

low SNR improve s transmission rate and restrain BER below 

the certain limit. In this way, FDPS distributes wireless 

resources to different users in frequency domain to optimize 

performance of the system [5].  

Little research focused on pilot pattern adaptation.  

In this paper, we propose a pilot pattern adaptive method 

based on FASA method. The pilot pattern adaptive method 

based on FASA changes and adapts the density of pilot 

symbol in each sub-carrier to improve average BER 

characteris:cs. The paper is organized as follows. In sec:on 2, 

adaptive pilot pattern and its implementation based on FASA 

are considered. In sec:on 3, the effec:veness of the 

proposed methods is considered. Sec:on 4 is conclusion. 

2. SUGGESTED METHOD 

2.1 Adaptive pilot pattern 
This pattern aligns pilot symbol densely to the sub-carrier 

bands with dense data symbol (good CIR) and loosely to 

those with loose data symbol (bad CIR). Of course, in this 

case, how loosely or densely pilot density should be aligned, 

should be selected optimally on MSE criteria (or NMSE 
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criteria). If the system has been given maximum BER limit, 

such adaptive method is also affected by the given maximum 

BER.  

It means to assign more teachers to classes with more 

students and less teachers to classes with less students to 

improve average score of students. If there is minimum score 

limit (corresponding to maximum BER limit) of students, such 

limit affects assignment of teachers (corresponding to pilot 

density adaptation) because to the classes with only one 

student teachers should be assigned. Such adaptive pilot 

pattern not only needs complete CSI but also waste 

resources due to FBI of CIR in uplink. Furthermore, whenever 

pilot pattern is adapted, time of changes and the changed 

state should be reported. If pilot symbol alignment is 

simultaneously conducted with FDPS and MTPC and it uses 

CIR information which FDPS and MTPC use. Such challenges, 

however, can be overcome. Moreover, it is not necessary to 

inform the time of changes and changed state. Because the 

time of change is same as the time of changes of FDPS and 

MTPC, and the changed state might be derived from the 

previously negotiated pilot pattern transition of base station 

and mobile station according to each modulation level 

adaptive control. In other words, the adaptation is conducted 

with optimal resource by using raw state and time 

information used in other adaptive controls (e.g. ML control).  

Let us consider how to change pilot density for pilot pattern 

adaptation. Representing relative interpolation error intE as 

a function of intd  which is the distance from data symbol to 

be interpolated to the nearest pilot symbol, we have  

)( intint dgE =                                          (1)  

Maclaurin series of intE
 
on intd

 
with the fact that intd

 
is 

not so large is as following. 

L+++= 2
int2int1int ddconstE αα               (2)  

If 0int =d  and 0int =E  (if supposing that CIR estimation of 

pilot symbol is correct), then const = 0. Furthermore, intd
 
and 

intE
 
are not so large and intint dE << ; thus, ignoring 2

nd
 and 

higher order terms, we obtain  

int1int dE α=  

Therefore, normalized MSE of CIR interpolation estimation 

might be represented as following:  
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where iρ
 
is density normalized in accordance with the 

frequency that satisfies 1
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(For convenience, Rectangular pilot pattern is selected.)  

i1α  is different in each sub-carrier band. Because different 

pilot density is required for each sub-carrier and so space of 

pilot symbols on frequency axis is changed.  

i1α  is approximately inversely proportional to square root of 

pilot density and ][ 2
intdEi is also inversely proportional to 

pilot density.  
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In general, supposing that 
1

1
2

1
−= pi Dkα  and 

1
2

2
int ][ −= pi DkdE  , where 1k  and 2k

 
are coefficients, 

normalized MSE of CIR interpolation estimation is as follows:  
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,where 
ipD is the pilot symbol density in 

thi frequency 

band, 
i

fD is the frequency axis projection density of pilot 

symbols in 
thi  sub-carrier band , k  is coefficient related to 

the shape of CIR function, SNR at a particular moment and 

the shape of pilot pattern. i 

For a constant pilot density on the whole time-frequency 

plane, the minimal value of (13) is, from Chevyshev 

inequality, obtained when  

 i
i
fD ργ ⋅=                                   (5) 

That is, linear change of pilot density to data symbol density 

of each sub-carrier band is optimal adaptation. 

2.2 Implementation of pilot pattern 

adaptation based on FASA 
Although linear change of pilot density with the data symbol 

density is optimal, its implementation is not so easy because, 

in practical systems, one pilot symbol is matched to several 

data symbols, not one data symbol.  

An implementation of pilot pattern adaptation is as follows.  

At the moment of pilot density adaptation (it occurs at the 

moment of modulation level adaptation), the scale of 

frequency axis is changed in accordance with the normalized 

data symbol density iρ . In other words, being supposed that 

their values in time-frequency plane are 1, scale of 
thi sub-

carrier increases to iρ  after adaptation. In this way, pilot 

symbols are aligned equally in new time-frequency plane. 

Then the pilot density might be proportional to iρ  in 

accordance with frequency.  

Because the adaptation is conducted in the way that the 

scale of frequency axis is changed according to data symbol 

density (related to modulation level) in each sub-carrier, that 

is, data transmission rate, this method is named frequency 

axis scale adaptation (FASA) method.  

Fig.1 shows pilot symbol alignments before and after 

adaptation in Rectangular and Cell pilot pattern.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.  pilot pattern adaptation (a) Rectangular pattern 

before adaptation (b) Rectangular pattern after adaptation  

(c) Cell pattern before adaptation      (d) Cell pattern after 

adaptation 

 

Figure 2.  . Pilot pattern before and after the adaptation 

moment 

When using FASA adaptive pilot pattern, Euclidean distance 

between pilot symbols, td
 
and fd

 
may decrease before 

and after adaptation. In order to eliminate such drawback, 

re-constructing pilot pattern according to a certain rule 

(previously promised by both transmitter and receiver) 

regardless of the status of pattern before the adaptation 

moment may be used. (Fig.2). On the other hand, pilot 

symbol density increases unnecessarily at the adaptation 

moment.  

However, such loss for the increase of pilot symbol density 

may be ignored, because pilot symbol density is 1.5% of usual 
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OFDM data symbol and the adapta:on spacing is 2~160ms 

and thus the adaptation is conducted at most every tens or 

hundreds of pilot symbols (in time axis).  

Re-constructing pilot pattern in accordance with previously 

promised rule at every adaptation moment may decrease the 

resource consumption for information of adapted pilot 

pattern in downlink. 

3. THE RESULTS OF SIMULATION 
The simulation was conducted after the pilot pattern 

adaptation based on FASA on time-frequency plane which 

needs no additional consumption of channel capacity or 

hardware resource had been suggested under the condition 

that FDPS (Frequency Domain Packet Schedule), which is a 

method that distributes wireless resources to different users 

in the frequency domain and uses FBI (Feed Back 

Information), was employed. The simulation of pilot pattern 

adaptation based on FASA was conducted with Comb, 

Rectangular, and Cell patterns (which is suggested in this 

paper) and compared with TDI (Time Domain Interpolation, 

which is an interpolation method that is almost accurate, 

however, quite complex) in which adaptation is not 

conducted.  

Before simulation, in order to compare BER performance 

before and after adaptation, we would like to use frequency 

response normal variance as evaluation criterion. Frequency 

response normal variance is  

 

])([

]]))([)([(
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2

fHE

fHEfHE −                         (6)  

It shows change of SNR with frequency f , but is not related 

to its speed.  

Fig.3 shows BER before adaptation to BER after adaptation 

with Comb, Rectangular, and Cell pilot pattern.  

As can be seen in Fig.3, the effect of adaptation on Cell 

pattern suggested in this paper was remarkable in same 

frequency response normal variance. In Fig.4, SNR-BER 

curves of several patterns are compared.  

As can be seen, even before the adaptation, Cell pattern has 

advantages over other patterns based on complex correlation 

method and smaller BER than all patterns in the section of 

SNR of less than 13dB. In Fig.13, aJer adapta:on, in which 

frequency response normal variance is 0.357, SNR-BER curves 

of several patterns and other several methods that use 

correlation method or TDI (both of them are all complex) are 

compared.  

These results show that in most aspects Cell pilot pattern 

that adaptation is conducted has better performance than 

the other pilot patterns using other complex interpolation 

methods in the viewpoint of BER characteristics.  

 

Figure 1.   BER performance before and after adaptation to 

Comb, Rectangular, and Cell patterns  

 

Figure 2.   Different performances of Cell pilot pattern in 

several frequency response normal distribution and patented 

method  

 

Figure 3.  Performance of various patterns after adaptation 

and the interpolation based on time-frequency correlation 

4. Conclusion 
In this paper, we proposed pilot pattern adaptive method 

based on FASA, showed its implementation and 

demonstrated the performance of the method. The ratios of 

BERs of after and before adaptation are different for each 

pilot paKern, but it gives BER gain of 1.5 :mes on the 

average. Cell pilot pattern shows prominent BER gain with 

adaptation. 
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